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Basic system components Controller - Bulbs - Wiring - Smartphone APP

Supported bulbs Vinci bulbs

Coexistence with non-Vinci bulbs (tungsten,
halogen, …) Not advised

Voltage 220-240Vac 50Hz (other version for 110-125Vac 60Hz)

Independently addressable bulbs

Max 128 Vinci bulbs with a unique ID. More bulbs 
can be used but several bulbs will share the same ID. 
Vinci controller can control each individual bulb with 
specific colors

Setting ID of bulbs
Automatic procedure: bulbs receive a new ID when 
inserted into a socket. Bulbs store their ID in
non-volatile memory

Color control 4 control channels per bulb ( Red, Green, Blue, Fila-
ment or White)

Communications speed 25 FPS for all bulbs (DMX compatible speed)

Communications dataprotocol from controller to 
bulbs Proprietary Power-line Communications protocol
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WIRING TOPOLOGIES

WIRING AND MAX CAPACITY

Garland Wiring
Daisy chaining all sockets. Splitting cables might lead 
to data loss. Usage of a terminator at the end of a 
garland topology wiring system is mandatory.

Maximum garland capacity

For a full system of 128 bulbs, a maximum of 250m 
2wire socket wire can be used, including the cable 
between the controller and the first bulb, including all 
cable parts between bulbs, until the last bulb.

variations

More bulbs than 128 can be used but then the total 
length of cable in the system has to be reduced. If you 
have more than 250m total cable length, the amount 
of bulbs has to be reduced.

Dropstyle Wiring

Star topology :all cables originate from one distribu-
tion point. It is mandatory to keep this distribution 
point as close as possible to the controller (never ex-
ceeding 3m). The usage of end stop is not mandatory.

Maximum dropstyle capacity <= 50 bulbs: sum of all individual cables: max 150m
> 50 bulbs: sum of all individual cables: max 100m

Other wiring topologies To be tested

Vinci cables For optimal operation, use Vinci cables and sockets

Terminator The data terminator (V-DT1-EU) is a schuko plug with 
built-in terminator circuit.

The topologies and configurations are guidelines , other type of cable may affect the data transfer. We suggest 
to use the Lucenti wiring accessories.

WIRING AND MAX CAPACITY

Maximum effects engine capacity Built-in effects engine can render individual colors for 
up to 128 bulbs per controller

Wiring Use standard 2 wire socket wire and extension cables 
to connect the bulbs to the controller

VINCI SYSTEM
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VINCI BULBS

MECHANICAL

DATA PROTOCOL

ELECTRICAL

››

Cover Shape Diamond

Finish Transparant, light brown finish

Material Plastic: more robust than glass

Lamp Base E26/27

Outdoor Use? IP65 - Max ambient temperature : 45ºC

Size H:: 160mm x D:120mm

Weight 900gr / 1,985lbs

Communications speed 25 FPS for all bulbs (DMX compatible speed)

Communications dataprotocol to bulbs Proprietary Power-line Communications protocol

Voltage 240VAC - 50Hz ( separate 110V -60Hz version)

Watts 6W

LED Type 8 RGB-LED background ring and warm white LED
filament

Grayscale resolution 8 bit / color or filament

Lumens (white) /

Filament color temperature / CRI 2200K / min CRI 90

Life Expectancy +15,000hrs
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VINCI BULBS

FUNCTIONAL

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

Application Various

Controller Only compatible with Vinci Controllers

Retrofit Use Can be used with standard socket wires

Use without controller A fixed color can be saved inside bulb. Color will be
shown when bulb is used without Vinci controller

Standard RGBW type

Pricing at request at request

Samples Available Yes /

Partnumber V-P-PE-B-E27-EU /

(AVAILABLE - 2ND HALF 2018)
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VINCI CONTROLLER

BASICS

ADDRESSING / ADDING BULBS

DEVICE MODES

DATA PROTOCOL

››

Stand Alone mode Built-in effects generator with customizable colors 
and parameters

- Live Control effects live through smartphone companion 
app

- Favorites (up to 3) Up to three effects can be stored as a favorite and 
recalled later

- Shows Program and schedule shows by sequencing effects

Wired DMX mode Control connected bulbs in realtime with DMX

Wireless DMX mode
Control connected bulbs in realtime with Wireless 
DMX through the controllers built-in “Wireless Soluti-
ons Sweden AB” module

Sync Master mode

Accurate frame sync of lights effects on multiple con-
trollers through proprietary wireless synchronisation 
protocol using “Wireless Solutions Sweden AB” modu-
le.

Sync Slave mode
Display colors in mirrored way (same as on Sync 
Master) or extended way (effect continues after Sync 
Master on Sync Slave)

Communications speed 25 FPS for all bulbs (DMX compatible speed)

Communications dataprotocol to bulbs Proprietary Power-line Communications protocol

Install controller between power outlet and wiring to Vinci bulbs to control the bulbs

Easy automatic addressing of bulbs
Locate broken bulbs function
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VINCI CONTROLLER

CONNECTIVITY/ELECTRICAL

CONTROLS

MECHANICAL

RESET

››

Built-in Wi-Fi
IEEE 802.11 B/G/N 2.4GHz Wi-Fi - Can connect to 
external router (infrastructure mode) or create own 
wireless network (ad-hoc mode)

Built-in Wireless DMX Wireless DMX module from “Wireless Solutions
Sweden AB”

DMX input 5pin Male XLR (through adapter cable)

Power Input 110-240 VAC, max 10A

Power+DATA Output Connection to socket wire, max 10A

Power Consumption 7,5W

Max. current througput 10A

Smartphone companion app Through Vinci smartphone companion APP (iOS/
Android), connected to controller via Wi-Fi network

Built-in LCD display and buttons Navigate through device menu using the buttons to 
change system parameters and control device mode

Built-in website Built-in website accessable through modern desktop 
or mobile browser

Mounting Separate plastic wall/ceiling mounting bracket

IP Rating IP65 - Outdoor Use

Dimensions 246x129x65mm (LxWxH)

Weight 900gr / 1,985lbs

Wi-Fi reset Reset Wi-Fi to default settings: Ad-Hoc mode,
no password

Factory reset Reset Wi-Fi and reset controller to factory state
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VINCI CONTROLLER

PACKAGE CONTENTS

Pricing at request

Samples Available yes

Partnumber V-C1-EU

Controller, mounting bracket, Wireless DMX antenna, manual, DMX thru breakout
cable, end stop terminator

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

(AVAILABLE)
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VINCI BULBS DIMENSIONS ››

120mm

Ø77mm

Ø60mm

Ø42mm

Ø27mm
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